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6.4 List of fault displays

6.4 List of fault displays

If the displayed message does not correspond to any of the

following or if you have any other problem, contact your sales

representative.

Error message
� A message regarding operational fault and setting fault

by the operation panel and the parameter unit is

displayed. The inverter output is not shut off.

Warning
� The inverter output is not shut off even when a warning is

displayed. However, failure to take appropriate measures

will lead to a fault.

Alarm
� The inverter output is not shut off. An Alarm (LF) signal

can also be output with a parameter setting.

Fault
� When a protective function is activated, the inverter

output is shut off and a Fault (ALM) signal is output.

� The data code is used for checking the fault detail via

communication or with Pr.997 Fault initiation.

Data code 16 to 199

Operation panel 
indication

Name
Refer 

to page

Operation panel lock 751

Password locked 751

 to

Parameter write error
751, 
752

 to
Copy operation fault

752, 
753

Error 753

Operation panel 
indication

Name
Refer 

to page

Stall prevention (overcurrent) 754

Stall prevention (overvoltage) 754

Regenerative brake pre-alarm 754

Electronic thermal relay function 
pre-alarm

755

PU stop 755

Speed limit indication 755

Parameter copy 755

Safety stop 755

 to 
Maintenance signal output 756

USB host error 756

Home position return setting error 756

Home position return uncompleted 756

Home position return parameter 
setting error

756

Continuous operation during 
communication fault

756

Load fault warning 756

Operation panel 
indication

Name
Refer 

to page

Fan alarm 756

Internal fan alarm 757

Operation panel 
indication

Name
Data 
code

Refer 
to page

Overcurrent trip during 
acceleration

16
(H10)

757

Overcurrent trip during 
constant speed

17
(H11)

758

Overcurrent trip during 
deceleration or stop

18
(H12)

758

Regenerative overvoltage 
trip during acceleration

32
(H20)

759

Regenerative overvoltage 
trip during constant speed

33
(H21)

759

Regenerative overvoltage 
trip during deceleration or 

34
(H22)

759

Inverter overload trip 
(electronic thermal relay 

48
(H30)

759

Motor overload trip 
(electronic thermal relay 

49
(H31)

760

Heatsink overheat
64
(H40)

760

Instantaneous power failure
80
(H50)

760

Undervoltage
81
(H51)

761

Input phase loss
82
(H52)

761

Stall prevention stop
96
(H60)

761

Loss of synchronism 
detection

97
(H61)

762

Upper limit fault detection
98
(H62)

762

Lower limit fault detection
99
(H63)

762

Operation panel 
indication

Name
Refer 

to page
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6.4 List of fault displays

Data code 200 or more
Others

� The fault history and the operation status of the inverter

are displayed. It is not a fault indication.

Brake transistor alarm 
detection

112
(H70)

762

Output side earth (ground) 
fault overcurrent

128
(H80)

762

Output phase loss
129
(H81)

763

External thermal relay 
operation

144
(H90)

763

PTC thermistor operation
145
(H91)

763

Option fault
160
(HA0)

763

Communication option fault

161
(HA1)

764
162
(HA2)

163
(HA3)

User definition error by the 
PLC function

164
(HA4)

764

165
(HA5)

166
(HA6)

167
(HA7)

168
(HA8)

Parameter storage device 
fault

176
(HB0)

764

PU disconnection
177
(HB1)

764

Retry count excess
178
(HB2)

765

Parameter storage device 
fault

179
(HB3)

765

CPU fault
192
(HC0)

765

Operation panel power 
supply short circuit/RS-485 

193
(HC1)

765

24 VDC power fault
194
(HC2)

765

Abnormal output current 
detection

196
(HC4)

766

Inrush current limit circuit 
fault

197
(HC5)

766

Communication fault 
(inverter)

198
(HC6)

766

Analog input fault
199
(HC7)

766

Operation panel 
indication

Name
Data 
code

Refer 
to page

USB communication fault
200
(HC8)

766

Safety circuit fault
201
(HC9)

767

Internal circuit fault

202
(HCA)

767
253
(HFD)

Operation panel 
indication

Name
Data 
code

Refer 
to page

Overspeed occurrence
208
(HD0)

767

Speed deviation excess 
detection

209
(HD1)

767

Signal loss detection
210
(HD2)

768

Excessive position fault
211
(HD3)

768

Brake sequence fault

213
(HD5)

768

214
(HD6)

215
(HD7)

216
(HD8)

217
(HD9)

218
(HDA)

219
(HDB)

Encoder phase fault
220
(HDC)

768

Magnetic pole position 
unknown

222
(HDE)

769

External fault during output 
operation

224
(HE0)

769

Abnormal internal 
temperature

225
(HE1)

769

4 mA input fault
228
(HE4)

769

Pre-charge fault
229
(HE5)

769

PID signal fault
230
(HE6)

770

Option fault

241
(HF1)

770
242
(HF2) 

243
(HF3)

CPU fault

245
(HF5)

765
246
(HF6)

247
(HF7)

Opposite rotation 
deceleration fault

251
(HFB)

770

Operation panel 
indication

Name
Refer 

to page

Fault history 746

No fault history 770

24 V external power supply 
operation

771

Operation panel 
indication

Name
Data 
code

Refer 
to page
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6.4 List of fault displays

If faults other than the above appear, contact your sales

representative.

Backup in progress 771

Restoration in progress 771

Operation panel 
indication

Name
Refer 

to page
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6.5 Causes and corrective actions

6.5 Causes and corrective actions

Error message
A message regarding operational troubles is displayed. Output is not shut off.

Operation panel 
indication

HOLD

Name Operation panel lock

Description Operation lock is set. Operation other than  is invalid. (Refer to page 325.) 

Check point --------------

Corrective action Press  for 2 s to release the lock.

Operation panel 
indication

LOCD

Name Password locked

Description Password function is active. Display and setting of parameters are restricted.

Check point --------------

Corrective action
Enter the password in Pr.297 Password lock/unlock to unlock the password function before operating. (Refer to 
page 332.)

Operation panel 
indication

Er1

Name Write disable error

Description

� Parameter setting was attempted while Pr.77 Parameter write selection is set to disable parameter write.
� Overlapping range has been set for the frequency jump.
� Overlapping range has been set for the adjustable 5 points V/F.
� The PU and inverter cannot make normal communication.
� IPM parameter initialization was attempted while Pr.72 PWM frequency selection = "25".

Check point

� Check the Pr.77 setting. (Refer to page 329.)
� Check the settings of Pr.31 to Pr.36 (frequency jump). (Refer to page 412.)
� Check the settings of Pr.100 to Pr.109 (adjustable 5 points V/F). (Refer to page 687.)
� Check the connection of PU and the inverter.
� Check the Pr.72 setting. A sine wave filter cannot be used under PM sensorless vector control.

Operation panel 
indication

Er2

Name Write error during operation

Description Parameter write was attempted while Pr.77 Parameter write selection = "0".

Check point � Check that the inverter is stopped.

Corrective action
� After stopping the operation, make parameter setting.
� When setting Pr.77 = "2", parameter write is enabled during operation. (Refer to page 329.)

Operation panel 
indication

Er3

Name Calibration error

Description Analog input bias and gain calibration values have been set too close.

Check point Check the settings of the calibration parameters C3, C4, C6, and C7 (calibration functions). (Refer to page 486.)

Operation panel 
indication

Er4

Name Mode designation error

Description
� Parameter setting was attempted in the External or NET operation mode while Pr.77 Parameter write selection 

= "1".
� Parameter write was attempted when the command source is not at the operation panel (FR-DU08). 

Check point
� Check that the operation mode is the PU operation mode.
� Check that the Pr.551 PU mode operation command source selection setting is correct.

Corrective action
� After setting the operation mode to the "PU operation mode", make parameter setting. (Refer to page 372.)
� When Pr.77 = "2", parameter write is enabled regardless of the operation mode. (Refer to page 329.)
� Set Pr.551 = "2". (Refer to page 383.) 
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6.5 Causes and corrective actions

Operation panel 
indication

Er8

Name USB memory device operation error

Description
� An operation command was given during the USB memory device operation.
� A copy operation (writing) was performed while the PLC function was in the RUN state.
� A copy operation was attempted for a password locked project.

Check point
� Check if the USB memory device is operating.
� Check if the PLC function is in the RUN state.
� Check if the project data is locked with a password.

Corrective action

� Perform the operation after the USB memory device operation is completed.
� Stop the PLC function. (Refer to page 621 and the PLC function programming manual.)
� Unlock the password of the project data using FR Configurator2. (Refer to the Instruction Manuals of FR 

Configurator2 and GX Works2.)

Operation panel 
indication

rE1

Name Parameter read error

Description
� A failure has occurred at the operation panel side EEPROM while reading the copied parameters.
� A failure has occurred in the USB memory device while copying the parameters or reading the PLC function 

project data.

Check point � --------------

Corrective action

� Perform parameter copy again. (Refer to page 716 and page 719.)
� Perform PLC function project data copy again. (Refer to page 621.)
� The USB memory device may be faulty. Replace the USB memory device.
� The operation panel (FR-DU08) may be faulty. Contact your sales representative.

Operation panel 
indication

rE2

Name Parameter write error

Description

� Parameter copy from the operation panel to the inverter was attempted during operation.
� A failure has occurred at the operation panel side EEPROM while writing the copied parameters.
� A failure has occurred in the USB memory device while writing the copied parameters or PLC function project 

data.

Check point � Check that the inverter is stopped.

Corrective action

� After stopping the operation, perform parameter copy again. (Refer to page 716.)
� The operation panel (FR-DU08) may be faulty. Contact your sales representative.
� Perform parameter copy or PLC project data copy again. (Refer to page 621 and page 719.)
� The USB memory device may be faulty. Replace the USB memory device.

Operation panel 
indication

rE3

Name Parameter verification error

Description

� The data in the inverter are different from the data in the operation panel.
� A failure has occurred at the operation panel side EEPROM during parameter verification.
� A failure has occurred in the USB memory device during parameter verification.
� The data in the inverter are different from the data in the USB memory device or the personal computer (FR 

Configurator2).

Check point � Check the parameter setting of the source inverter against the setting of the destination inverter.

Corrective action

� Continue the verification by pressing .

� Perform parameter verification again. (Refer to page 718.)
� The operation panel (FR-DU08) may be faulty. Contact your sales representative.
� The USB memory device may be faulty. Replace the USB memory device.
� Verify the PLC function project data again. (Refer to page 621.)
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Operation panel 
indication

rE4

Name Model error

Description

� A different model was used when parameter copy from the operation panel or parameter verification was 
performed.

� The data in the operation panel were not correct when parameter copy from the operation panel or parameter 
verification was performed.

Check point
� Check that the parameter copy or verification source inverter is of the same model.
� Check that parameter copy to the operation panel was not interrupted by switching OFF the power or by 

disconnecting the operation panel.

Corrective action
� Perform parameter copy and parameter verification between inverters of the same model (FR-A800 series).
� Perform parameter copy to the operation panel from the inverter again.

Operation panel 
indication

rE5

Name File error

Description � The data in the USB memory device may be damaged.

Check point � --------------

Corrective action � Delete the copy file in the USB memory device and perform parameter copy again.

Operation panel 
indication

rE6

Name File error

Description
� The parameter copy file in the USB memory device cannot be recognized.
� An error has occurred in the file system during transfer of the PLC function data or writing to RAM.

Check point � --------------

Corrective action
� Perform parameter copy again. (Refer to page 719.)
� Copy the PLC function project data again. (Refer to page 621.)

Operation panel 
indication

rE7

Name File quantity error

Description
� A parameter copy was attempted to the USB memory device in which the copy files from 001 to 099 had already 

been saved.

Check point � Check if the number of copy files in the USB memory device has reached 99.

Corrective action � Delete the copy file in the USB memory device and perform parameter copy again. (Refer to page 719.)

Operation panel 
indication

rE8

Name No PLC function project file

Description The specified PLC function project file does not exist in the USB memory device.

Check point
� Check that the file exists in the USB memory device.
� Check that the folder name and the file name in the USB memory device is correct. 

Corrective action The data in the USB memory device may be damaged. 

Operation panel 
indication

Err.

Description

� The RES signal is turned ON.
� The operation panel and inverter cannot make normal communication (contact faults of the connector).
� This error may occur when the voltage at the input side of the inverter drops.
� When using a separate power source for the control circuit power (R1/L11, S1/L21) from the main circuit power 

(R/L1, S/L2, T/L3), this error may appear at turning ON of the main circuit. It is not a fault.

Corrective action
� Turn OFF the RES signal.
� Check the connection between the operation panel and the inverter.
� Check the voltage on the input side of the inverter.
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6.5 Causes and corrective actions

Warning
Output is not shut off when a protective function is activated.

Operation panel 
indication

OL FR-LU08 indication OL

Name Stall prevention (overcurrent) 

Description

� When the output current of the inverter increases, the stall prevention (overcurrent) function is activated.
� The following section explains about the stall prevention (overcurrent) function.

During acceleration

When the output current (output torque under Real sensorless vector control or Vector 
control) of the inverter exceeds the stall prevention level (Pr.22 Stall prevention 
operation level, etc.), this function stops the increase in frequency until the overload 
current decreases to prevent the inverter from resulting in overcurrent trip. When the 
overload current is reduced below stall prevention operation level, this function increases 
the frequency again.

During constant-
speed operation

When the output current (output torque under Real sensorless vector control or Vector 
control) of the inverter exceeds the stall prevention level (Pr.22 Stall prevention 
operation level, etc.), this function reduces frequency until the overload current 
decreases to prevent the inverter from resulting in overcurrent trip. When the overload 
current is reduced below stall prevention operation level, this function increases the 
frequency up to the set value.

During deceleration

When the output current (output torque under Real sensorless vector control or Vector 
control) of the inverter exceeds the stall prevention level (Pr.22 Stall prevention 
operation level, etc.), this function stops the decrease in frequency until the overload 
current decreases to prevent the inverter from resulting in overcurrent trip. When the 
overload current is reduced below stall prevention operation level, this function decreases 
the frequency again.

Check point

� Check that the Pr.0 Torque boost setting is not too large.
� The Pr.7 Acceleration time and Pr.8 Deceleration time settings may be too short.
� Check that the load is not too heavy.
� Check for any failures in peripheral devices.
� Check that the Pr.13 Starting frequency is not too large.
� Check that Pr.22 Stall prevention operation level is appropriate. 

Corrective action

� Gradually increase or decrease the Pr.0 setting by 1% at a time and check the motor status. (Refer to page 
680.)

� Set a larger value in Pr.7 and Pr.8. (Refer to page 350.)
� Reduce the load.
� Try Advanced magnetic flux vector control, Real sensorless vector control, or Vector control.
� Change the Pr.14 Load pattern selection setting.
� The stall prevention operation current can be set in Pr.22 Stall prevention operation level. (Initial value is 

150%.) The acceleration/deceleration time may change. Increase the stall prevention operation level with Pr.22 
Stall prevention operation level, or disable stall prevention with Pr.156 Stall prevention operation 
selection. (Use Pr.156 to set either operation continued or not at OL operation.) 

Operation panel 
indication

oL FR-LU08 indication oL

Name Stall prevention (overvoltage)

Description

� When the output voltage of the inverter increases, the stall prevention (overvoltage) function is activated.
� The regeneration avoidance function is activated due to excessive regenerative power of the motor. (Refer to 

page 704.)
� The following section explains the stall prevention (overvoltage) function.

During deceleration
If the regenerative power of the motor becomes excessive to exceed the regenerative 
power consumption capability, this function stops decreasing the frequency to prevent 
overvoltage trip. As soon as the regenerative power has reduced, deceleration resumes.

Check point
� Check for sudden speed reduction.
� Check if the regeneration avoidance function (Pr.882 to Pr.886) is being used. (Refer to page 704.)

Corrective action The deceleration time may change. Increase the deceleration time using Pr.8 Deceleration time.

Operation panel 
indication

RB FR-LU08 indication RB

Name Regenerative brake pre-alarm (Standard models only)

Description
Appears if the regenerative brake duty reaches or exceeds 85% of the Pr.70 Special regenerative brake duty 
value. If the regenerative brake duty reaches 100%, a regenerative overvoltage (E. OV[ ]) occurs.

Check point
� Check if the brake resistor duty is not too high.
� Check that the Pr.30 Regenerative function selection and Pr.70 settings are correct.

Corrective action
� Set the deceleration time longer.
� Check the Pr.30 and Pr.70 settings. (Refer to page 697.)
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Operation panel 
indication

TH FR-LU08 indication TH

Name Electronic thermal relay function pre-alarm

Description
Appears if the cumulative value of the electronic thermal O/L relay reaches or exceeds 85% of the preset level 
of Pr.9 Electronic thermal O/L relay. If the specified value is reached, the protection circuit is activated to shut 
off the inverter output.

Check point
� Check for large load or sudden acceleration.
� Check that the Pr.9 setting is appropriate. (Refer to page 398.)

Corrective action
� Reduce the load and frequency of operation.
� Set an appropriate value in Pr.9. (Refer to page 398.)

Operation panel 
indication

PS FR-LU08 indication PS

Name PU stop

Description

� The motor is stopped using  under the mode other than the PU operation mode. (To enable  

under the mode other than the PU operation mode, set Pr.75 Reset selection/disconnected PU detection/
PU stop selection. Refer to page 321 for details.)

� The motor is stopped by the emergency stop function.

Check point � Check for a stop made by pressing  of the operation panel.

� Check for whether the X92 signal is OFF.

Corrective action � Turn the start signal OFF and release with .

� Turn ON the X92 signal and OFF the start signal for release.

Operation panel 
indication

SL FR-LU08 indication SL

Name Speed limit indication (output during speed limit)

Description Output if the speed limit level is exceeded during torque control.

Check point
� Check that the torque command is not larger than required.
� Check if the speed limit level is set too low.

Corrective action
� Decrease the torque command value.
� Increase the speed limit level.

Operation panel 
indication

CP FR-LU08 indication CP

Name Parameter copy

Description
Appears when parameter copy is performed between the FR-A820-03160(55K) or lower / FR-A840-01800(55K) 
or lower inverters and the FR-A820-03800(75K) or higher / FR-A840-02160(75K) or higher inverters. 

Check point
Resetting of Pr.9, Pr.30, Pr.51, Pr.56, Pr.57, Pr.61, Pr.70, Pr.72, Pr.80, Pr.82, Pr.90 to Pr.94, Pr.453, Pr.455, 
Pr.458 to Pr.462, Pr.557, Pr.859, Pr.860, and Pr.893 is necessary.

Corrective action Set the initial value in Pr.989 Parameter copy alarm release.

Operation panel 
indication

SA FR-LU08 indication �

Name Safety stop

Description Appears when safety stop function is activated (during output shutoff). (Refer to page 79.)

Check point
� Check if an emergency stop device is activated.
� Check if the shorting wire between S1 and PC or between S2 and PC is disconnected when not using the safety 

stop function.

Corrective action

� An emergency stop device is active when using the safety stop function. Identify the cause of emergency stop, 
ensure the safety and restart the system.

� When not using the safety stop function, short across terminals S1 and PC and across S2 and PC with shorting 
wire for the inverter to run.

� If " " is indicated when wires across S1 and SIC and across S2 and SIC are both conducted while using 
the safety stop function (drive enabled), internal failure might be the cause. Check the wiring of terminals S1, 
S2, and SIC and contact your sales representative if the wiring has no fault.
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6.5 Causes and corrective actions

Alarm
Output is not shut off when a protective function is activated. The Alarm (LF) signal can be output depending on the parameter

setting. (Set "98" in Pr.190 to Pr.196 (Output terminal function selection). Refer to page 454.)

Operation panel 
indication

MT1 to MT3
 to

FR-LU08 indication MT1 to MT3

Name Maintenance signal output

Description

Appears when the inverter's cumulative energization time reaches or exceeds the parameter set value. Set the 
time until the MT is displayed using Pr.504 Maintenance timer 1 warning output set time (MT1), Pr.687 
Maintenance timer 2 warning output set time (MT2), and Pr.689 Maintenance timer 3 warning output set 
time (MT3). MT does not appear when the settings of Pr.504, Pr.687, and Pr.689 are initial values (9999).

Check point The set time of maintenance timer has been exceeded. (Refer to page 346.)

Corrective action
Take appropriate countermeasures according to the purpose of the maintenance timer setting.
Setting "0" in Pr.503 Maintenance timer 1, Pr.686 Maintenance timer 2, and Pr.688 Maintenance timer 3 
clears the indication.

Operation panel 
indication

UF FR-LU08 indication UF

Name USB host error

Description Appears when an excessive current flows into the USB A connector.

Check point Check if a USB device other than a USB memory device is connected to the USB A connector.

Corrective action
� If a device other than a USB memory device is connected to the USB A connector, remove the device.
� Setting Pr.1049 USB host reset = "1" or inverter reset clears the UF indication.

Operation panel 
indication

HP1 to HP3
 to 

FR-LU08 indication HP1 to HP3

Name Home position return error 

Description
Appears when an error occurs during the home position return operation under position control. For the details, 
refer to page 299.

Check point Identify the cause of the error occurrence.

Corrective action Check the parameter setting, and check that the input signal is correct.

Operation panel 
indication

CF FR-LU08 indication CF

Name Continuous operation during communication fault

Description
Appears when the operation continues while an error is occurring in the communication line or communication 
option (when Pr.502 = "4").

Check point
� Check for a break in the communication cable.
� Check for communication option faults.

Corrective action
� Check the connection of communication cable.
� Replace the communication option.

Operation panel 
indication

LDF FR-LU08 indication LDF

Name Load fault warning

Description
Appears when the load is deviated from the detection width set in Pr.1488 Upper limit warning detection width 
or Pr.1489 Lower limit warning detection width.

Check point
� Check if too much load is applied to the equipment, or if the load is too light.
� Check that the load characteristics settings are correct.

Corrective action
� Inspect the equipment.
� Set the load characteristics (Pr.1481 to Pr.1487) correctly.

Operation panel 
indication

FN FR-LU08 indication FN

Name Fan alarm

Description
For the inverter that contains a cooling fan, FN appears on the operation panel when the cooling fan stops due 
to a fault, low rotation speed, or different operation from the setting of Pr.244 Cooling fan operation selection.

Check point Check the cooling fan for a failure.

Corrective action The fan may be faulty. Contact your sales representative.
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6.5 Causes and corrective actions

Fault
When a protective function is activated, the inverter output is shut off and a Fault signal is output.

*1 Differs according to ratings. The rating can be changed using Pr.570 Multiple rating setting. (Refer to page 327.)

148% for SLD rating, 170% for LD rating, 235% for ND rating (initial setting), and 280% for HD rating

Operation panel 
indication

FN2 FR-LU08 indication FN2

Name Internal fan alarm (IP55 compatible models only)

Description FN2 appears on the operation panel when the internal air circulation fan stops due to a fault or low rotation speed.

Check point Check the internal air circulation fan for a failure.

Corrective action The fan may be faulty. Contact your sales representative.

Operation panel 
indication

E.OC1 FR-LU08 indication
Overcurrent trip during 
acceleration

Name Overcurrent trip during acceleration

Description When the inverter output current reaches or exceeds approximately 235%*1 of the rated current during 
acceleration, the protection circuit is activated and the inverter output is shut off.

Check point

� Check for sudden speed acceleration.
� Check if the downward acceleration time is too long in a lift application.
� Check for output short-circuit.
� Check that the Pr.3 Base frequency setting is not 60 Hz when the motor rated frequency is 50 Hz.
� Check if the stall prevention operation level is set too high. Check if the fast-response current limit operation is 

disabled.
� Check that the regenerative driving is not performed frequently. (Check if the output voltage becomes larger 

than the V/F reference voltage at regenerative driving and overcurrent occurs due to increase in the motor 
current.)

� Check that the power supply for RS-485 terminal is not shorted (under Vector control).
� Check that the encoder wiring and the specifications (encoder power supply, resolution, differential/

complementary) are correct. Check also that the motor wiring (U, V, W) is correct (under Vector control).
� Check that the rotation direction is not switched from forward to reverse rotation (or from reverse to forward) 

during torque control under Real sensorless vector control.
� Check that the inverter capacity matches with the motor capacity. (PM sensorless vector control)
� Check if a start command is given to the inverter while the motor is coasting. (PM sensorless vector control) 

Corrective action

� Set the acceleration time longer. (Shorten the downward acceleration time of the lift.)
� If "E.OC1" always appears at start, disconnect the motor once and restart the inverter. If "E.OC1" still appears, 

contact your sales representative.
� Check the wiring to make sure that output short circuit does not occur.
� Set 50 Hz in Pr.3 Base frequency. (Refer to page 681.)
� Lower the stall prevention operation level. Activate the fast-response current limit operation. (Refer to page 

413.)
� Set the base voltage (rated voltage of the motor, etc.) in Pr.19 Base frequency voltage. (Refer to page 681.)
� Check RS-485 terminal connection (under Vector control).
� Check the wiring and specifications of the encoder and the motor. Perform the setting according to the 

specifications of the encoder and the motor (under vector control). (Refer to page 85.)
� Prevent the motor from switching the rotation direction from forward to reverse (or from reverse to forward) 

during torque control under Real sensorless vector control.
� Choose inverter and motor capacities that match. (PM sensorless vector control)
� Input a start command after the motor stops. Alternatively, use the automatic restart after instantaneous power 

failure/flying start function. (Refer to page 610.) (PM sensorless vector control)
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6.5 Causes and corrective actions

*2 Differs according to ratings. The rating can be changed using Pr.570 Multiple rating setting. (Refer to page 327.)

148% for SLD rating, 170% for LD rating, 235% for ND rating (initial setting), and 280% for HD rating

*3 Differs according to ratings. The rating can be changed using Pr.570 Multiple rating setting. (Refer to page 327.)

148% for SLD rating, 170% for LD rating, 235% for ND rating (initial setting), and 280% for HD rating

Operation panel 
indication

E.OC2 FR-LU08 indication
Overcurrent trip during constant 
speed

Name Overcurrent trip during constant speed

Description When the inverter output current reaches or exceeds approximately 235%*2 of the rated current during constant-
speed operation, the protection circuit is activated and the inverter output is shut off.

Check point

� Check for sudden load change.
� Check for a short-circuit in the output circuit.
� Check if the stall prevention operation level is set too high. Check if the fast-response current limit operation is 

disabled.
� Check that the power supply for RS-485 terminal is not shorted (under Vector control).
� Check that the rotation direction is not switched from forward to reverse rotation (or from reverse to forward) 

during torque control under Real sensorless vector control.
� Check that the inverter capacity matches with the motor capacity. (PM sensorless vector control)
� Check if a start command is given to the inverter while the motor is coasting. (PM sensorless vector control) 

Corrective action

� Keep the load stable.
� Check the wiring to make sure that output short circuit does not occur.
� Lower the stall prevention operation level. Activate the fast-response current limit operation. (Refer to page 

413.)
� Check RS-485 terminal connection (under Vector control).
� Prevent the motor from switching the rotation direction from forward to reverse (or from reverse to forward) 

during torque control under Real sensorless vector control.
� Choose inverter and motor capacities that match. (PM sensorless vector control)
� Input a start command after the motor stops. Alternatively, use the automatic restart after instantaneous power 

failure/flying start function. (Refer to page 610.) (PM sensorless vector control)

Operation panel 
indication

E.OC3 FR-LU08 indication OC During Dec

Name Overcurrent trip during deceleration or stop

Description
When the inverter output current reaches or exceeds approximately 235%*3 of the rated current during 
deceleration (other than acceleration or constant speed), the protection circuit is activated and the inverter output 
is shut off.

Check point

� Check for sudden speed reduction.
� Check for a short-circuit in the output circuit.
� Check for too fast operation of the motor's mechanical brake.
� Check if the stall prevention operation level is set too high. Check if the fast-response current limit operation is 

disabled.
� Check that the power supply for RS-485 terminal is not shorted (under Vector control).
� Check that the rotation direction is not switched from forward to reverse rotation (or from reverse to forward) 

during torque control under Real sensorless vector control.
� Check that the inverter capacity matches with the motor capacity. (PM sensorless vector control)
� Check if a start command is given to the inverter while the motor is coasting. (PM sensorless vector control)

Corrective action

� Set the deceleration time longer.
� Check the wiring to make sure that output short circuit does not occur.
� Check the mechanical brake operation.
� Lower the stall prevention operation level. Activate the fast-response current limit operation. (Refer to page 

413.)
� Check RS-485 terminal connection (under Vector control).
� Prevent the motor from switching the rotation direction from forward to reverse (or from reverse to forward) 

during torque control under Real sensorless vector control.
� Choose inverter and motor capacities that match. (PM sensorless vector control)
� Input a start command after the motor stops. Alternatively, use the automatic restart after instantaneous power 

failure/flying start function. (Refer to page 610.) (PM sensorless vector control)
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6.5 Causes and corrective actions

*4 Resetting the inverter initializes the internal cumulative heat value of the electronic thermal O/L relay function.

Operation panel 
indication

E.OV1 FR-LU08 indication OV During Acc

Name Regenerative overvoltage trip during acceleration

Description
If regenerative power causes the inverter's internal main circuit DC voltage to reach or exceed the specified 
value, the protection circuit is activated to stop the inverter output. The circuit may also be activated by a surge 
voltage produced in the power supply system.

Check point
� Check for too slow acceleration. (e.g. during downward acceleration in vertical lift load)
� Check that the Pr.22 Stall prevention operation level is not set to the no load current or lower.
� Check if the stall prevention operation is frequently activated in an application with a large load inertia.

Corrective action

� Set the acceleration time shorter.
Use the regeneration avoidance function (Pr.882 to Pr.886). (Refer to page 704.)

� Set a value larger than the no load current in Pr.22.
� Set Pr.154 Voltage reduction selection during stall prevention operation = "10 or 11". (Refer to page 413.)

Operation panel 
indication

E.OV2 FR-LU08 indication Steady spd OV

Name Regenerative overvoltage trip during constant speed

Description
If regenerative power causes the inverter's internal main circuit DC voltage to reach or exceed the specified 
value, the protection circuit is activated to stop the inverter output. The circuit may also be activated by a surge 
voltage produced in the power supply system.

Check point

� Check for sudden load change.
� Check that the Pr.22 Stall prevention operation level is not set to the no load current or lower.
� Check if the stall prevention operation is frequently activated in an application with a large load inertia.
� Check that acceleration/deceleration time is not too short.

Corrective action

� Keep the load stable.
� Use the regeneration avoidance function (Pr.882 to Pr.886). (Refer to page 704.)
� Use the brake unit or power regeneration common converter (FR-CV) as required.
� Set a value larger than the no load current in Pr.22.
� Set Pr.154 Voltage reduction selection during stall prevention operation = "10 or 11". (Refer to page 413.)
� Set the acceleration/deceleration time longer. (Under Vector control or Advanced magnetic flux vector control, 

the output torque can be increased. However, sudden acceleration may cause an overshoot in speed, resulting 
in an occurrence of overvoltage.)

Operation panel 
indication

E.OV3 FR-LU08 indication OV During Acc

Name Regenerative overvoltage trip during deceleration or stop

Description
If regenerative power causes the inverter's internal main circuit DC voltage to reach or exceed the specified 
value, the protection circuit is activated to stop the inverter output. The circuit may also be activated by a surge 
voltage produced in the power supply system.

Check point
� Check for sudden speed reduction.
� Check if the stall prevention operation is frequently activated in an application with a large load inertia.

Corrective action

� Set the deceleration time longer. (Set the deceleration time which matches the moment of inertia of the load.)
� Make the brake cycle longer.
� Use the regeneration avoidance function (Pr.882 to Pr.886). (Refer to page 704.)
� Use the brake unit or power regeneration common converter (FR-CV) as required.
� Set Pr.154 Voltage reduction selection during stall prevention operation = "10 or 11". (Refer to page 413.)

Operation panel 
indication

E.THT FR-LU08 indication Inv. Overload

Name Inverter overload trip (Electronic thermal O/L relay)*4

Description
If the temperature of the output transistor elements exceeds the protection level with a rated output current or 
higher flowing without the overcurrent trip (E.OC[]), the inverter output is stopped. (Overload capacity 150% 60 s)

Check point

� Check that acceleration/deceleration time is not too short.
� Check that torque boost setting is not too large (small).
� Check that load pattern selection setting is appropriate for the load pattern of the using machine.
� Check the motor for the use under overload.
� Check that the encoder wiring and the specifications (encoder power supply, resolution, differential/

complementary) are correct. Check also that the motor wiring (U, V, W) is correct (under Vector control).

Corrective action

� Set the acceleration/deceleration time longer.
� Adjust the torque boost setting.
� Set the load pattern selection setting according to the load pattern of the using machine.
� Reduce the load.
� Check the wiring and specifications of the encoder and the motor. Perform the setting according to the 

specifications of the encoder and the motor (under vector control). (Refer to page 85.)
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6.5 Causes and corrective actions

*5 Resetting the inverter initializes the internal cumulative heat value of the electronic thermal relay function.

*6 10 ms for IP55 compatible models

Operation panel 
indication

E.THM FR-LU08 indication Motor Ovrload

Name Motor overload trip (electronic thermal relay function)*5

Description

The electronic thermal O/L relay function in the inverter detects motor overheat, which is caused by overload or 
reduced cooling capability during low-speed operation. When the cumulative heat value reaches 85% of the Pr.9 
Electronic thermal O/L relay setting, pre-alarm (TH) is output. When the accumulated value reaches the 
specified value, the protection circuit is activated to stop the inverter output. When the inverter is used to drive a 
dedicated motor, such as a multiple-pole motor, or several motors, the motor cannot be protected by the 
electronic thermal O/L relay. Install an external thermal relay on the inverter output side.

Check point
� Check the motor for the use under overload.
� Check that the setting of Pr.71 Applied motor for motor selection is correct. (Refer to page 511.)
� Check that the stall prevention operation setting is correct.

Corrective action
� Reduce the load.
� For a constant-torque motor, set the constant-torque motor in Pr.71.
� Set the stall prevention operation level accordingly. (Refer to page 413.)

Operation panel 
indication

E.FIN FR-LU08 indication H/Sink O/Temp

Name Heatsink overheat

Description

When the heatsink overheats, the temperature sensor is activated, and the inverter output is stopped. 
The FIN signal can be output when the temperature becomes approximately 85% of the heatsink overheat 
protection operation temperature. 
For the terminal used for the FIN signal output, assign the function by setting "26 (positive logic) or 126 (negative 
logic)" from Pr.190 to Pr.196 (Output terminal function selection). (Refer to page 454.)

Check point
� Check for too high surrounding air temperature.
� Check for heatsink clogging.
� Check that the cooling fan is not stopped. (Check that FN is not displayed on the operation panel.)

Corrective action
� Set the surrounding air temperature to within the specifications.
� Clean the heatsink.
� Replace the cooling fan. 

Operation panel 
indication

E.IPF FR-LU08 indication Instantaneous power failure

Name Instantaneous power failure (Standard models and IP55 compatible models only)

Description

If a power failure occurs (or when power input to the inverter is shut off) for longer than 15 ms*6, the 
instantaneous power failure protective function is activated to shut off the inverter output in order to prevent the 
control circuit from malfunctioning. If a power failure persists for 100 ms or longer, the fault warning output is not 
provided, and the inverter restarts if the start signal is ON upon power restoration. (The inverter continues 

operating if an instantaneous power failure is within 15 ms*6.) In some operating status (load magnitude, 
acceleration/deceleration time setting, etc.), overcurrent or other protection may be activated upon power 
restoration. 
When instantaneous power failure protection is activated, the IPF signal is output. (Refer to page 603 and page 
610.)

Check point Find the cause of instantaneous power failure occurrence.

Corrective action

� Remedy the instantaneous power failure.
� Prepare a backup power supply for instantaneous power failure.
� Set the function of automatic restart after instantaneous power failure (Pr.57). (Refer to page 603 and page 

610.)
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6.5 Causes and corrective actions

Operation panel 
indication

E.UVT FR-LU08 indication Under Voltage

Name Undervoltage (Standard models and IP55 compatible models only)

Description

If the power supply voltage of the inverter decreases, the control circuit will not perform normal functions. In 
addition, the motor torque will be insufficient and/or heat generation will increase. To prevent this, if the power 
supply voltage decreases to about 150 VAC (300 VAC for the 400 V class) or below, this function shuts off the 
inverter output. 
When a jumper is not connected across P/+ and P1, the undervoltage protective function is activated. 
When undervoltage protection is activated, the IPF signal is output. (Refer to page 603 and page 610.) 

Check point
� Check if a high-capacity motor is driven.
� Check if the jumper is connected across terminals P/+ and P1.

Corrective action

� Check the devices on the power supply line such as the power supply itself. If this function is activated due to 
unstable voltage in the power supply, change the undervoltage level (DC bus voltage value). (Refer to page 
407.)

� Do not remove the jumper across terminals P/+ and P1 except when connecting a DC reactor.
� If the problem still persists after taking the above measure, contact your sales representative.

Operation panel 
indication

E.ILF FR-LU08 indication Input phase loss

Name Input phase loss (Standard models and IP55 compatible models only)

Description
When Pr.872 Input phase loss protection selection is enabled ("1") and one of the three-phase power input 
is lost, the inverter output is shut off. This protective function is not available when Pr.872 is set to the initial value 
(Pr.872 = "0"). (Refer to page 408.)

Check point Check for a break in the cable for the three-phase power supply input.

Corrective action
� Wire the cables properly.
� Repair a break portion in the cable.

Operation panel 
indication

E.OLT FR-LU08 indication Stall Prev STP

Name Stall prevention stop

Description

If the output frequency has fallen to 0.5 Hz by stall prevention operation and remains for 3 seconds, a fault 
(E.OLT) appears and the inverter is shut off. OL appears while stall prevention is being activated.

When speed control is performed, a fault (E.OLT) appears and the inverter output is shut off if frequency drops 
to the Pr.865 Low speed detection (initial value is 1.5 Hz) setting by torque limit operation and the output torque 
exceeds the Pr.874 OLT level setting (initial value is 150%) setting and remains 3 seconds.

Check point

� Check the motor for the use under overload.
� Check that the Pr.865 and Pr.874 values are correct.

(Check the Pr.22 Stall prevention operation level setting under V/F control and Advanced magnetic flux 
vector control.)

� Check if a motor is connected under PM sensorless vector control. 

Corrective action

� Reduce the load.
� Change the Pr.22, Pr.865, and Pr.874 values. (Check the Pr.22 setting under V/F control and Advanced 

magnetic flux vector control.)
� For the test operation without connecting a motor, select the PM sensorless vector control test operation. 

(Refer to page 220.)
� Also check that the stall prevention (overcurrent) warning (OL) or the stall prevention (overvoltage) warning 

(oL) countermeasure is taken.


